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There will be some among my readers already familiar with the name Stanford White. I was reminded
about him in mid-2018 at our AMIS convention, where Byron Pillow gave a paper on some specific
decorative instruments in White’s c.1900 collection. (The topic was on specific theorboes that, long after
being built, had been “beautified” with intricate cabinet-style marquetry by persons unknown –
apparently, a not-uncommon practice to re-purpose old lutes and such for the high-end decorator’s
market.)
I’ll begin with my own nutshell look at Stanford White;
his story is fascinating.
Stanford White was a New York high society architect,
murdered in 1906 by a jealous husband (shot in the
face at the theater at point blank range, if you’re
curious). That was Harry Thaw, who had been quietly
nursing a rather serious grudge for several years – ever
since White (said to be a habitual sexual predator of
young women) had gotten Thaw’s future wife drunk
and (allegedly) forced himself on her (the then-16year-old actress Evelyn Nesbit). If you’ve seen the
book, musical or movie Ragtime, you know that these
three infamous characters formed a large part of the
story (I think I slept through that part of the show).
It was an ignominious end to an incredible career.
Besides countless magnificent public buildings,
White’s astounding architectural achievements
(within the firm of McKim, Mead & White) included
numerous private homes, each more opulent than the
last. He also furnished these estates of his fellow millionaires with
lavish art, furniture and architectural elements. Readers interested
in White’s work should be suitably blown away by the gorgeous
2008 coffee table book “Stanford White, Architect” by Samuel
White (his great-grandson) and his wife Elizabeth.
White kept his own multiple properties similarly furnished, partly
as living example to his wealthy clients (the aesthetic they would
then ask him to create for them). Of the various properties he filled
with endless antiques and art bought on his European trips, the
two we are concerned with are his Gramercy Park mansion at 121
East 21st Street and the family estate “Box Hill” on Long Island.
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Above, the White’s Box Hill home. Below, the Grammercy Park mansion.
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Upon his death, the furnishings of his estates were auctioned off to pay debts, and buyers like William
Randolph Hearst swooped in to acquire Italian ceilings, doors, columns and the like. Among the treasures,
White had rare keyboards and plucked string instruments – harps, lutes, lyre-guitars and similarly
decorative musical objects. My colleague Byron explained that “by the end of his life, most of the
instruments were in the music room at Gramercy Park. Some of his prized personal instruments were
relocated to Box Hill after his death.” Fortunately for historians, catalogs of the two Stanford White estate
sales were preserved and later digitized on the Internet. Byron subsequently pointed me to a PDF copy of
an after-sale marked up catalog from the April, 1907 sale with the prices and buyer of each of the
instruments!

With catalog notations hand, I tried to track some of these instruments down, with little luck. So far, most
everyone knows that Lot 201 – the “Colonna harpsichord” – is now in New York’s Metropolitan Art
Museum. It was bought in the auction by David Belasco, a hugely successful American theatrical producer,
impresario, director and playwright. From there, it made its way to a Susan Dwight Bliss, who donated it
(along with other instruments) to the Met, where it resides today.
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From the Metropolitan Art
Museum web site:
“Harpsichord late 17th
century, Italian.
“This harpsichord has three
sets of unison strings, one
of which is plucked at a
point very close to the
nut, producing a brighter
timbre than the others.
The mermaid holding one
of the supporting columns
is a device of the Colonna
family. The painting inside
the lid is a landscape that
includes a hunter and his
dog. On the lid above the
keywell is a scene depicting
Tobias and the angel
Raphael.
“The conventionalized
foliage and the aerial
perspective are associated
with the work of Gaspard
Dughet, brother-in-law of
Nicolas Poussin, who
painted chiefly in Rome.”
More details and images can be found at www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/503625
I haven’t been able to locate any of Belasco’s other auction purchases, nor most of the other auction lots.
I did find a couple interesting instrument trails which I’ll go over below.
But first, let’s take a look at the instruments listed and who bought them (don’t even get me started on
the prices!).
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To my delight, in both the 2008 book and the 1907 auction catalog, many of the instruments can be seen
in period photographs in situ. I’ll take you on a tour of these music rooms next. We’ll be looking at the
fuzzy images of instruments contained therein in an attempt to match them up with the auction catalog –
and possible clues as to their whereabouts today.
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During his research, Byron was in touch with the
family, specifically Sam White, Stanford’s greatgrandson (also an architect). Sam supplied Bryon with
three rare photos from the Box Hill estate and has
graciously allowed me to share them with you. I don’t
believe they’ve ever been published before.
Let’s begin with those, as there are some surprises. I
don’t know the date of the photos, nor why we see
some instruments that were auctioned off in 1907
alongside some that didn’t appear in the auction.
In this first sitting room, hanging on the door frame is
an early 1800s Apollo Lyre that did not appear in the
auction. There aren’t too many of these around, and
– missing the normal base for standing – I’m surprised
I haven’t been able to locate it yet in a collection. In
the corner is a cello, while in the room beyond we can
see a French harp and a distinctive triple-neck guitar.
Sold in the auction as Lot 188 “Lyre-Harp,” I recognized it immediately. We’ll examine it in detail below.
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This cryptic room contains another French single-action harp, a small
ivory lute and a couple oddities. On the wall is something that looks
rather like a horseshow crab. This is a somewhat obscure form of lyreguitar, similar to the 1817 Gennaro Fabricatore (Naples) example
shown at right (what researcher Stephen Bonner dubbed the
"rounded yokeless”).
At left, immediately behind
the harp is something curious
and hard to make out.
Fortunately, we see it again in
the next picture.
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The unusual instrument appears again in a different room on the wall behind a harp and lamp. Let’s zoom in:
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If you recognize it, good for you! It’s a second example of the beautifully designed and decorated c. 1800
Carlo Godone (Turin) guitar. I had the incredible opportunity to see this instrument when I visited collector
Giovanni Accornero in Alessandria in 2010.

Here’s Accornero’s on
the left with White’s
on the right.
Despite it being in
poor shape, note the
many subtle differences
(photograph courtesy
of Sam White).
Not surprisingly, it
doesn’t appear in the
auction catalog as it
has remained in the
family for well over a
hundred years!
Additional images of
Accornero’s beautiful
specimen can be seen
on my blog:

http://harpguitars.net/blog/2011/02/in-search-of-genoese-harp-guitars-part-10-a-visit-with-a-guitarcollectors-guitar-collector/
The lyre-guitar hanging on the wall is more traditional, yet its overly ornate
decorations are specific enough that it should be easily identifiable if ever found
in a current collection (I have not located it yet). This is undoubtedly auction lot
187 (“Lyre-Guitar: French, inlaid with tortoiseshell, pearl, ivory”).
Also in the above image is a second harp, a piano and a small African harp (not
listed in the auction) on the wall.
Now on to the more tantalizing images from White’s Grammercy estate. These
photos come from the 1907 auction catalog and the 2008 book.
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We begin above with a view of four incredible connected rooms in the Grammercy estate. The third room
down is the dining room with the music room at the very end.
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We are now looking into the dining room, with the music room beyond. At the time of photography, the
dining room included one musical instrument just out of view on the left:
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On a dining room side
table rests a Levien
harp-guitar. This is
undoubtedly auction
Lot 180, a rare dark
version of Levien’s
Guitare-Harpe (a harplute variant). This was
purchased by the same
David Belasco who
won the Met’s future
harpsichord (he also
won a large dulcimer
and three harps).
I wonder if this one
eventually found its
way into Fred Oster’s
inventory (shown below)
– it seems identical,
and these instruments
were rarely duplicated
precisely.

Note that its decorative medallion on the head has gone missing.
We now step into the enormous music room…
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It took me some time to realize that the many different photos shown below were of this same music
room, from different angles and different times. This view facing the stage is the north side. As Sam and
Elizabeth White tell us in their book, this is where Stanford White held frequent chamber music concerts.
While not a musician himself, he was a huge music lover; the book states that “…it was said that Stanford
White was the only man in New York who went to the opera to hear the music.”
On the stage filled with exotic plants and backed by a huge tapestry is the Colonna harpsichord along with
nine ornate harps; a covered piano is on the floor. On the wall at left we see the same Apollo lyre and
“horseshoe crab” lyre-guitar that were in the Box Hill house. I believe the latter is auction lot 181 (“Italian
lyre-guitar, black, border of roses”). In between is a large theorbo (undoubtedly one of the three
“Chitarrone” lots auctioned off). To their right is a cello (?) and a small ivory-backed lute, possibly the one
from Box Hill (perhaps auction lot 182, though the string count is way off, perhaps an error).
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Here, the photographer is on the stage and looking at the west wall, as stated in the auction catalog. This
is from a later date than the previous photo, but with most of the same instruments in their original
locations. Don’t be fooled by the mirrored wall. There are only two harps, likely moved down from the
stage. On the wall, from far left-to-right: a cello, lute (auction lot 183?), violin, Levien harp-guitar (?) just
behind the second harp and the fancy Box Hill lyre-guitar just behind the second column. As in the previous
image we see the theorbo (“Chitarrone”), Italian lyre-guitar, tambourine, armadillo guitar (auction Lot
179), an interesting cello variant and the ivory-back lute. The Apollo lyre has been removed to install the
two columns (previously seen in another room above).
The above and additional following photographs appeared in the auction catalog and were possibly taken
specifically for the sale.
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Another dramatic view from the dining room. Some of the harps are on stage, some are on the floor. Set
on top of the harpsichord are the triple-neck guitar from Box Hill and what looks like an Edward Light
Dital harp (which is not in the catalog, nor seen elsewhere).
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This view takes us up to the stage, with the harps moved to the side of the stage to show off the tapestry.
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Here the auction staff has rearranged things to highlight the harpsichord, the wonderful triple-neck, a
beautiful harp and a dulcimer (likely Lot 189, the “large Italian hammered dulcimer,” purchased by David
Belasco).
If the triple-neck instrument looks familiar, it may be that you remember it from a previous post of mine.
It now resides in Yale’s Musical Instrument Collection. The story – and many images – can be seen in my
blog from 2012:
http://harpguitars.net/blog/2012/02/vip-yale-collection-tour/
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Several years back, I had traced Yale’s above “Harpolyre” (actually, a
wonderful one-off triple-neck guitar) back to the Belle Skinner
Collection (she donated her collection to Yale). The collection was
documented in a 1933 book prepared by her brother, William (the
bidder’s name we see written in the White auction catalog).
At left is the triple-neck hanging on her wall (with the same nonoriginal base seen in the White auction) next to a large theorbo that
could well be Lot 185 from the auction. Similarly, one of the Skinner
harps could be the one William acquired from the auction (Lot 198).
Ms. Skinner’s own music room rivaled Stanford White’s; in fact, she
seemed to be a much more serious collector. Next page: 180-degree
views of the original Belle Skinner Collection great hall from the 1933
book.
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Until my recent exploration into the world of Stanford White, I hadn’t known that he originally owned
the triple-neck. What a path! Then a hundred years old, William Skinner bought it – Lot 188, “Lyre-Harp”
– on behalf of his sister.

How wonderful then that I had the opportunity to see this rare prize. In 2011, with a few of my Harp Guitar
Gathering friends in tow, we visited the Yale collection and examined this fascinating instrument (and
others). Labeled a “Harpolyre” (it is still thus labeled, despite our correction), it bears only a superficial
resemblance (its three necks) to that
well-known instrument. Instead, it is
a wonderfully designed and built
guitar with fretted necks of three
different
scale
lengths
and
(undoubtedly) tunings.
Designated “French” in the Skinner
book and “probably English” in the
White auction, according to others
(my friend Benoit Meulle-Stef
[above] and his colleagues) it looks
more of German origin.
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Exhausting the April, 1907 auction,
I next searched the November
Stanford White Estate sale catalog,
which yielded only this “Spinelli
spinet,” along with a re-listing of
the previously sold “Armadillo”
(guitar).
It’s interesting that none of the
bowed instruments appear to have
been offered. Perhaps they were
some of White’s personal favorites
that remained with the family at
the Box Hill estate.

There seems to be plenty more
sleuthing to be had for someone
extremely adventurous.
Quite a collection Stanford White
had…and quite a life!
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